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Strategic Business Intern 

 
 

Position Summary 

The Wheeler Strategic Business Intern (SBI) will conduct a challenging independent project to produce a 

comprehensive, top-level business plan that will guide the execution of one or more of AwareAbility’s new-

technology product lines. The project will require application of a wide range of analytical business skills and 

processes. The SBI will work independently with mentoring/guidance provided by the company’s Leadership 

Team composed of highly experienced business and technology experts.  Project objectives and tasks (outlined 

below) are well-suited to remote work with periodic virtual meetings; on-site work accommodation may be 

arranged if desired. Occasional in-person meetings may be desirable.  

 

Position Details 

Full Title:  Strategic Business Intern  Classification/Level:  Intern II 

Location:  Columbus Ohio / Remote  Reports to:   CMSO 

Start date: May/June (flexible)   Term:     Up to 12 weeks  

 

Project Overview 

Company planning to date has been largely event driven and outpaced by evolving markets and products. A 

strategic business plan is needed to guide and synchronize the key facets of the business’ rapid expansion. 

Specific project objectives will be developed in coordination with the Leadership Team and may include some or 

all of the following task elements: 

 Update existing market research and expand to include new markets/product lines 

 Determine strategic fit of core technologies with identified market requirements 

 Apply concept solutions and product feature sets  

 Develop supporting go-to-market plan(s) 

 Identify capital requirements and milestones 

 Outline financing strategy and sources to support productionization and scale up  

 Generalize as the template for new product development and emerging markets 

Requirements 

 Candidate should be a current MBA or Graduate student. Preference is for candidates in Business 

Management, Marketing or Finance. 

 Graduate students in Nuclear Engineering, Materials Science/Chemistry or related fields with strengths or 

experience in business/marketing/finance may be considered. 

 

About AwareAbility Technologies LLC 

Founded in 2017, AwareAbility is an early-stage technology company positioned at the intersection of radiological 

power and detection, internet-of-things connectivity and machine learning analytics. Leveraging the unique 

synergism of these technologies, the company is pursuing multiple innovative product lines that support austere 

environment data collection, advanced space communication and innovative elemental analysis. AwareAbility’s 

solutions support a broad range of uses including logistics/transportation, agriculture/environment and space as 

well as military and national security applications. Website: www.awaretk.com  

http://www.awaretk.com/

